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INTRODUCTION
The Seismic Hazard Investigation in Puget Sound (SHIPS) is a series of seismic investigations initiated to better characterize the seismic hazard in western Washington and southwestern British Columbia. Kingdome SHIPS represents the third SHIPS project. The first, nicknamed Wet SHIPS, investigated the regional crustal structure of the Puget Lowland using airgun sources and land recorders during March 1998 [Brocher et al., 1999; Fisher et al., 1999] . Wet SHIPS obtained new, three-dimensional structural control on the seismogenic structures and Cenozoic basins in western Washington and southwestern British Columbia [Brocher et al., 2001; Zelt et al., 2001; Van Wagoner et al., in review] . The second, nicknamed Dry SHIPS, obtained an E-W trending seismic refraction line through Seattle in September 1999 for a study of the Seattle basin [Brocher et al., 2000a] . During Dry SHIPS, more than 1000 receivers and 38 shots were used to obtain a detailed refraction line having traces with a nominal spacing of 100 m and shots at a nominal spacing of 4 km.
This report describes seismic data recorded during Kingdome SHIPS, March 24-28, 2000 . The primary goal of Kingdome SHIPS was to measure the spatial variations in site response throughout Seattle using the implosion of the Seattle Kingdome, a concrete domed stadium, as a seismic source (Figure 1) . A secondary goal of our work was to refine knowledge of the location of the Seattle fault. During Kingdome SHIPS we deployed 228 temporary seismic stations (landbased Texans, RefTeks, and K2s) on a hexagonal grid with a receiver spacing of 1 km. We used this array to record the seismic waves generated by the implosion of the Kingdome, with the intention of making a movie of the ground motions produced by the demolition in Seattle. The Kingdome was demolished on March 26 th (JD 086) to make room for a new professional football stadium. Earlier that morning, we recorded our four 150-lb shots at the corners of the receiver array to offsets up to 20 km. Two days after the Kingdome implosion, 38 RefTeks, deployed throughout Seattle, recorded the M w = 7.6 Japan Volcano Islands earthquake (22.4˚N, 143.6˚E, 104 km depth) of March 28 th (JD 088).
DATA ACQUISITION
Experiment Design
Kingdome SHIPS recorded the implosion of the Seattle Kingdome to provide uniform, fairly dense coverage of seismic site response in Seattle. Seismographs were spaced at 1-km intervals on an hexagonal grid in Seattle from Green Lake in the north to Boeing field in the south (Figure 1) . The grid was centered on the Seattle Kingdome, straddled the Seattle fault, and encompassed most of the important transportation, industrial, and commercial areas in Seattle. In addition to this regular grid, we recorded data at 23 sites being investigated in an on-going study of site response (Sites 5001-5023) [ Figure 1 ; Table 1; Frankel et al., 1999] .
With the exception of these 23 sites and a few others, station numbers increase in horizontal rows from north to south and from west to east (Figure 1 ). Stations 1001-1158 were deployed north of the Lake Washington Ship Canal. Stations 2001-2246 were deployed south of the Ship Canal and north of Yesler Way. Stations 3001-3131 were deployed south of Yesler Way to Boeing Field.
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Our four small shots were located at the corners of the receiver array in City of Seattle parks: Discovery, Lincoln, Magnuson, and Seward Parks (Figure 1) .
A large majority of the receiver sites were located at private residences or businesses. Volunteers for receiver sites were solicited using the local media who advertised our study; 780 volunteers for sites were enlisted using a special web site and a Kingdome SHIPS phone number. Over 101 of the sites we eventually occupied were offered to us by volunteers via the email, web, and telephone. The remaining 102 stations were located by contacting landowners (or property managers) directly.
We sited most (about 80%) of the recorders on Pleistocene deposits; these are mainly stiff soils and include glacial till and outwash deposits [ Figure 2 ; Table 1 ; Frankel et al., 1999] . The high percentage of sites on Pleistocene deposits reflects the prevalence of this unit in Seattle. Around 18 (9%) of our sites were located on artificial fill in the Harbor Island area and along the Duwamish River. The Kingdome itself was built on artificial fill. A handful of receivers were located at "modified land" sites, where the top soil has been hydraulically removed [Frankel et al., 1999] . The several sites underlain by Holocene alluvium were mainly found along the Duwamish River (Table 1) . Finally, several sites near Seward Park were underlain by Tertiary sedimentary rocks ( Figure 2 ).
Seismographs
Three different types of seismographs were used during Kingdome SHIPS (Table 2 ). The recorders included: Texans (156 units), RefTeks (51 units), and Kinemetrics K2s (21 units). To provide a uniform coverage of the line using a variety of instrumentation, the different land seismographs were interspersed throughout Seattle (Table 1, Figure 1 ). Because the Texans were completely buried, they were used in more public areas to prevent vandalism or theft of the instruments. The Texans were programmed to record 8 planned shot windows and a 4-hour window to record the Kingdome implosion. Fifty RefTeks, however, were programmed to record continuously during their deployment to obtain records for any local earthquakes and teleseisms occurring during our experiment. These 50 RefTeks were deployed throughout Seattle (Table 1, Figure 1 ). Three different RefTek models were used, including 06s, 07s, and 07Gs (Table 1) . Another RefTek and 21 K2s were deployed by the USGS Earthquake Hazards Team headquartered in Golden, Colorado (Sites 5001-5022). These sites were set to record in trigger mode, and 16 K2s triggered on and recorded the Kingdome Implosion but did not trigger on or record our 4 small shots. Acquisition parameters used by the three types of recorders are given in Table 2 . RefTeks and Texans were co-located at five sites so that the responses of the two types of recorders can be compared (these are sites 1058 (and 1158), 2022, 2038 (and 2138), 2047 (and 2147) , and 3010, Table 1 ).
The Texans are single-component, 24-bit, digital seismographs that record the signal produced by a single Mark Products® l-10B vertical component 4.5-Hz geophone. The internal time of the Texans was set at the beginning of their deployment and was checked at the end of their one day deployment, using Global Positioning System (GPS) synchronized timing. The Texans recorded at a sample rate of 250 samples/sec (4 msec sample interval).
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The three-component RefTeks we used are described by PASSCAL [1991] and Brocher et al. [1999] . For this experiment, the RefTeks continuously recorded signals produced by Mark Products® L-22 (2 Hz) and L-28 (4.5-Hz) three-component geophones (the geophone type used at each RefTek station is provided in Table 1 ). The three-component Mark Products® L-28 4.5-Hz geophones were oriented such that the longitudinal (N-S) component was directed to magnetic north. [The eastward declination of magnetic north relative to true north in Seattle is about 20°.] The RefTeks were equipped with Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers to synchronize the internal timing on the individual RefTeks to satellite timing. The RefTeks recorded hour-long blocks of data at a sample rate of 250 samples/sec (4 msec sample interval).
The Kinemetrics K2s were equipped with velocity transducers and force-balance accelerometers (FBAs). The velocity sensors have a natural frequency of 2 Hz and were either Mark Products® L-22 or Sprengnether® S-6000 [Hartzell et al., 2000] .
Seismograph Deployment
The 50 RefTek recorders were deployed during a two-day period from March 24 th to March 25 th (Julian Day (JD) 084 to JD 085). The RefTeks were programmed to record continuously as soon as they were deployed. The 156 Texans, programmed to record the four shots and implosion of the Kingdome, were deployed on March 25 th (JD 085) and were retrieved the following day. The RefTeks were retrieved on March 28 th (JD 088). All instruments were recovered.
Detonation of Shot Points
The shot holes were loaded on March 25 th , the day they were detonated. Four shots were detonated at four different shot points, numbered 4001 to 4004 (Figure 1 ). All shots consisted of 150 lbs (68 kg) of ammonium nitrate emulsion placed at the base of 18-m-deep bore holes. The main charge was detonated using 1-lb boosters ignited by Primacord® detonating cord. The detonating cord was ignited by an electrical blasting cap using shot systems whose clocks were set to a GPS master clock accurate to within a millisecond. The clock drift of each shot system was measured to determine whether correction to the shot time was necessary. Note that shot 1 (Site 4001; Lincoln Park) was fired by hand when the shot system failed. The origin time for this shot was inferred from the shot phone placed at the well head for this shot. Latitudes and longitudes of the shot points are given in UTM eastings and northings (Zone 10). None of these shots triggered the Pacific Northwest Seismic Network and there were no reports by nearby residents that the shots were felt.
Kingdome Implosion
The Seattle Kingdome was a domed, concrete sports stadium approximately 192 m wide, 73 m high, and weighing approximately 100,000 kg. The Kingdome, site 4005 (SP 5) in Tables 1 and  3 , was located near the northernmost strand of the Seattle fault in Seattle's downtown area ( Figure  1 ). The Kingdome was imploded at 8:32 AM local time on March 26, 2000. The over 4,000 lbs of demolition charges were detonated in hundreds of small shots over an approximately 15 second interval. These charges weakened the Kingdome's arches and the vertical supporting columns, keeping the central compression ring intact and allowing it to pull the dome structure inward and downward. Although the demolition contractor attempted to minimize the shaking produced by the implosion by piling concrete debris from the Kingdome beneath the compression ring, the impacts produced by the implosion of the Seattle Kingdome yielded signals equivalent to those of magnitude 2.3 earthquake [Norris, 2000] .
Earthquakes
Thirty-eight RefTek stations, scattered throughout Seattle, recorded the M w = 7.6 Volcano Islands, Japan earthquake (22.407˚N, 143.589˚E, depth 104 km) of 28 March 2000 (Table 4 ; NEIC). Useful data from the Japanese Volcano Islands earthquake were recorded across the entire array. The distance to the earthquake is about 75˚ (roughly 8300 km) and the azimuth of propagation from the earthquake was about 43˚.
Only small, distant local earthquakes and blasts were recorded during our deployment (Table 5) . Events 1 and 2 in Table 5 occurred when less than half of the RefTeks had been deployed. Events 3 to 7 were recorded by most of the RefTeks. Event 4 corresponds to a distant, quarry blast (Table 5) 
Station and Shotpoint Locations:
The shotpoint and seismograph locations and elevations provided in Table 1 and 3 were picked from digital USGS 7 1/2 minute topographic maps on a TOPO® CD-Rom. The nominal horizontal accuracy of these locations, marked in the field by the deployers, is thought to be about 30 meters. Coordinates were measured both as decimal degrees and as UTM northings and eastings, in meters, for Zone 10.
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Put UTM geometry (northings and eastings in meters for Zone 10) into SEGY headers
SEGY Trace Format for the Four Shot Gathers
The merged common shot gathers archived to tape were written in SEGY format. The travel times archived to tape have not been reduced. For each shots 60 seconds of data were archived, starting at the origin time, except for shot 4001, which was fired manually 1.084 sec after the programmed shot time (inferred from the uphole geophone at the shotpoint). At a sample rate of 4 msec, there are approximately 15000 samples per trace. Each component was written to a separate file, named shot0n_V.geom.sgy, shot0n_NS.geom.sgy, and shot0n_EW.geom.sgy, where n=1 to 4, corresponding to shotpoints 4001 to 4004. The files for the vertical component (V) contain 199 traces, whereas the files for the two horizontal components each contain either 47 or 46 traces. SEGY trace header formats described by Barry et al. [1975] were modified slightly, as described in Table 6 . Each merged record consists of a 240-byte header. All of the data trace values are written as IEEE, 32 bit, floating-point numbers (non-standard SEGY). All traces have a fixed length. The receiver station numbers are stored as the Channel number. The Source number contains the shot location (4001, 4002, 4003, or 4004) .
SEGY Trace Format of Kingdome Recordings
For the Kingdome implosion we archived 119 seconds of the merged data in SEGY format. The traces start approximately 13.5 seconds before the demolition detonations were initiated, providing over 105 seconds of data for the arrivals. The travel times of the archived data have not been reduced. Each component was written to a separate file, named kingdemo_V.sgy, kingdemo_NS.sgy, and kingdemo_EW.sgy. The file for the vertical component (V) gather contains 200 traces, whereas the files for the two horizontal components each contain 45 traces. The SEGY formats for these files are identical to those for the four shots, except that there are 29750 samples per trace (119 seconds). The receiver station numbers are stored as the Channel number (see Table  1 ). The Source number contains the shot location (4005).
Japanese Volcano Earthquake
We archived files with a length of 256 seconds containing P-wave first arrivals. The sample rate was 8 msec. Data values are 4-byte fixed SEGY format. No source or receiver geometry was put into the headers for this event. Each component was written to a separate file, named japan_eq_V.sgy (Ch. 1), japan_eq_NS.sgy (Ch. 2), and japan_eq_EW.sgy (Ch. 3). Each file contains 38 traces. The traces are identified by FFIDs, ranging from 60 to 97.
DATA QUALITY
In this section we present and describe the data recorded during Kingdome SHIPS using a series of figures (Figures 3 to 11) .
The maximum source-receiver ranges for our 150-lb (68-kg) shots varied between 18 to 20 km (Figures 3 to 6 ). Data quality is variable due to large variations in shotpoint efficiency. Probably due to their location within the water table, shots in northern Seattle (Magnuson and Discovery Parks, SP3 and SP4) carried about twice as far as those in southern Seattle (Lincoln and Seward Parks, SP 1 and 2), which were located above the water table. None of these shots triggered the Pacific Northwest Seismic Network.
Recordings of the implosion of the Kingdome were made to offsets of 12 km. The record section for the vertical component obtained from the implosion of the Seattle Kingdome shows a series of parallel compressional wave arrivals that Brocher et al. (2000b) interpreted as a series of impacts of pieces of the dome hitting the ground. At least three parallel sets of coherent P-wave arrivals are observed. These arrivals are preceded by less prominent arrivals that may represent the signals produced by the demolition charges themselves. The P-wave arrivals are followed by a series of less coherent but large-amplitude shear-wave and surface wave arrivals (Figure 7) . Record sections for the Texan recordings which have been bandpass filtered between 0.1 and 6.4 Hz reveal differences in the frequency content of the P-, S-, and surface-waves (Figure 8 ). Compressional wave arrivals are prominent at frequencies between 0.1 and 0.8 Hz. Shear wave arrivals are most prominent at higher frequencies between 0.4 and 3.2 Hz. A movie of the ground motions has been made and is available on the web at: http://groundmotion.cr.usgs.gov/html/movies.shtml. The movie shows that shaking produced by the demolition of the Kingdome was prolonged in the Duwamish River valley, presumbably due to the young alluvial deposits there.
Recordings of the M w = 7.6 Japanese Volcano earthquake (22.4˚N, 143.6˚E, 104 km depth) of 28 March 2000 are shown in Figures 9 to 11. P-wave arrivals are highly coherent in these data, particularly on the vertical component ( Figure 9 ). S-wave arrivals are somewhat less coherent, and are best recorded on the E-W component (Figure 10 ). Given the azimuth of propagation close to 43˚, the E-W horizontal component is nearly radial whereas the N-S horizontal component is nearly transverse, to the direction of propagation. At Seward Park, large-amplitude compressional, shear, and surface wave arrivals were recorded to periods as low as 4 to 7 seconds (Figure 11 ).
DATA AVAILABILITY
Tape copies of the SEGY seismic data may be ordered via the World Wide Web from the IRIS/PASSCAL Data Management Center (DMC) in Seattle, Washington. The current Web site address of the Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS) Consortium is www.iris.edu. The current email address for the IRIS DMC is webmaster@iris.washington.edu. In addition to the 18 record sections obtained during Kingdome SHIPS, the archival tape sent to the IRIS DMC contains (1) a copy of mpeg movie of ground motions recorded during the demolition of the Kingdome (kdlog12.mpg), (2) documentation of the movie (KingdomeImplosion.doc), (3) the text for this Open-File Report (in Word), (4) the eleven figures for this Open-File Report (in Adobe Illustrator, version 8), (5) an Open-File Report readme file, and (6) a station location map in pdf format (kd_local_map.pdf). Unprocessed recordings of the Japan Island earthquake were also transmitted to the IRIS DMC on a separate exabyte tape.
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Internal timing of the seismographs was synchronized to Universal Time either by using an internal GPS receiver to continuously record UTC (for the RefTeks) or by setting the internal time from a master clock at the time of deployment and using this master clock to note the clock drift at the time that the receiver was retrieved (pulsed). Figure 11 . Record at Seward Park for the Japan Volcano Islands earthquake for periods between 4 and 7 seconds. Vertical, radial, and transverse components of motion are displayed.
